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Requirements of the exhibition
During the exhibition we will:
●

show others that we are knowledgeable, inquirers, caring, thinkers, principled,
balanced, risk-takers, communicators, reflective, and open-minded

●

collaborate and cooperate with others on our team

●

kindly, but honestly, give feedback to our peers

●

identify, investigate, and offer solutions to an issue opportunity

●

construct our own understanding of our issue or opportunity

●

explore multiple perspectives from a variety of resources

●

be academically honest

●

use technology effectively and responsibly

●

carefully plan our research

●

become experts

●

responsibly and independently carry out research

●

reflect on what we’ve learned

●

carry out meaningful action

●

effectively and creatively communicate our learning to our classmates, our
families, and to the school community

●

celebrate.
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What happens during the exhibition?

Getting ready! We will:
● learn about what the exhibition is
●

learn how we will develop expectations

●

create an essential agreement

●

agree to the responsibilities of the exhibition.

Plan! We will:
● identify an issue/opportunity
●

recall what we think we know about our issue/opportunity

●

explore our issue/opportunity

●

narrow down our issue/opportunity

●

formulate and sort questions about our issue/opportunity.

Gather! We will:
● brainstorm possible resources
●

identify key vocabulary that will help us search

●

collect data and information by:
– searching for resources
– evaluating the credibility and usefulness of those resources
– recording which resources we used
– recording what we learned from them.

Organize! We will:
● sort our information
●

write a central idea

●

identify lines of inquiry.

Act! We will:
● reflect on what we have learned
●

brainstorm what we could do in reaction to our learning

●

choose an action

●

act

●

share our learning.
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ESSENTIAL AGREEMENTS
EXHIBITION JOURNAL

I will give the citations after I research something
and even take someone's help.
I will submit work on time.
I will be responsible for loss
I will organize my work.
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Responsibilities
Note: Teachers and students will co-create exhibition expectations. Here
is one example:
We, as students, promise to:
●

●

We, as adults, promise to:

work cooperatively

follow the entire research process
including present our research
findings/learning

●

remind students how to work
cooperatively

●

ensure everyone is participating

●

guide students through the entire
research process

●

help students access information
and resources

●

ask questions, suggest resources,
help interpret information and
facilitate interviews, if needed

●

develop and demonstrate the IB
learner profile

●

model the IB learner profile for the
students

●

record all resources we use

●

ensure that students know how to
record resources they use

●

be responsible for knowing and
keeping all due dates

●

co-construct systems with students
so they can stay organized

●

set up extra work time when we
need it

●

check deadlines

●

be responsible for keeping track of
materials and research

●

consider meaningful action in
reaction to the learning we have
done

●

approve and support action plan

●

ask for help from our families, our
mentor, and our teachers when we
need it

●

communicate regularly with
students, families, mentors, and
other teachers
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●

reflect on our action and how well
we completed the research
process.

●
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provide feedback to students at
every step along the way and
reflect on students’ efforts at the
completion of the exhibition.

PLAN
Identify an issue/opportunity/passion
What are we interested in learning more about and working to help solve?
I am interested in learning about why some people aren't getting clean
energy . I am working to help those who don't get affordable and clean
energy, and I can help by taking basic actions of saving energy at my
house.

Testing your issue/opportunity/passion
Is your issue/opportunity/passion significant, relevant, local, global?
My issue is on electricity power shortage this problem is globally cause
many countries that are under developing are facing shortage in
electricity.

Remember
What do we think we already know?
I already know that more than 5 million people lack energy, they lack
energy because it is not affordable energy so they cannot afford it
because there is no source of income happening in remote areas. The
united Nations have created 17 goals and from one of them there is
affordable and clean energy, un is working on that so they achieve it bye
2030 and everyone should have affordable energy.
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Explore
What is the form, function, and cause of our issue/opportunity/passion?
form - My issue is a lack of energy in some places and they aren’t getting
affordable energy so they are making energy that harms the environment
like fire.
function - I will work work on it bye creating models that will help the get
electricity like solar bottle bulb
causation - The cause for all this is wasting energy, not understanding
the importance of electricity not keeping affordable energy.

Narrow
What specific issue/opportunity/Passion do we want to research?
I want to research the issue of access to energy. Many countries, cities,
states, aren’t getting clean energy, so they are creating fire and polluting
the environment.

Formulate questions
What do we want to know?
●
●
●
●
●
●

How does the energy transform into electricity using generators?
How do wind turbines work in terms of generating electricity?
How can electricity be generated with natural resources?
How does coal help in generating electricity?
What is geothermal energy?
What primary source of energy wind supports?
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Sort questions by key concepts
Which key concepts are helping us understand our issue/opportunity?
The key concept that is helping us understand the inquiry is that form
causes what is energy and how they work. There is change in how
energy transforms into use and comes to your house. there is
connection energy security.
form
What are the different sources of energy?
What are the characteristics of electricity?
What are the different types of energy?

function
How was electricity formed without wires?
How does energy form electricity?
How do we function with or without electricity?
How is saltwater a great conductor of electricity?

causation - Why is electricity a need for society?
Why does load shedding take place in summers?
Why do all the people in the world don't have access to electric power?

change
●

How does the energy transform into electricity using generators?

connection - How is wired light connected to salt water light?
How is the world interdependent on the transformation of energy into electricity for power?

perspective - Electrical supply should be given only to successful cities or countries.
Comment

responsibility - How can I conserve electricity?
Which are the alternate sources of electrical energy that we can use to save electrical
supply?
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ORGANIZING THE INQUIRY

Transdisciplinary Theme
How the world works

Central Idea
Transformation of energy can lead to
sustainable development in a nation.

Inquiry Into
Inquiry into the natural world and its laws, the
interaction between the natural world (physical and
biological) and human societies; how humans use
their understanding of scientific principles; the
impact of scientific and technological advances on
society and on the environment.

Lines of Inquiry
● Different sources of energy - properties
●

Transformation of energy into electricity transformation

●

Energy security and development in India
development

● Sustainable utilization of energy resources -

models/ balance
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Organize
Record resources used
●

Title/Name

●

Author/Creator/Owner

●

Where we found i

Write the central idea
We will use our lines of inquiry to identify the big ideas of our exhibition. These
are called our concepts. They can only be one word and have to be true
throughout time, across culture and across situation.
●

form

●

change

●

connection

●

responsibility

Below, we will use these concepts to make a true statement that sums up all the
learning we’ve done in one sentence.
After writing our central idea, we will get it approved by our mentor.
Our mentor will initial each box below.

yes

Is it worth knowing?

yes

Does it inspire action?

yes

Is it neutral/value-free?

yes

Does it make sense in different contexts?

yes

Has this been true throughout time?

yes

Is this true in other culture?

yes

Is this true in other situation?

Identify lines of inquiry
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MY TIMELINE
Date

Learning Engagement

14th sep 30th sep

Quick review of all 17 SDG,
Understanding and reflecting on the speech by
Severn Suzuki
Understanding the 1st SDG Goal
Video 2
Understanding 2nd SDG Goal
Mrs. Resham lalwani - production and design
Mr. Asif Shahbazker talking about global warming
Neveea’s mom - throwball passion

1 oct 31st - oct

Understanding the 3rd and 4th SDG Goal –
Conceptual Question explanation ’
Narrowing down to 2 Passion Project for research
My plan (purpose,end product and action)
Passion project - my understanding
ATL PYP resources
conceptual Questions
Make a set of questions under each key
concept
KEY CONCEPTS
PYP resource
TRANSDISCIPLINARY THEMES
PYP resource
IB LEARNER PROFILES
PYP resource
ACTION
PYP resource
Action match with sdg goal - Explain
Importance of bibliography and citation ( Since sir and miss Sidhi)
Match action with Ib Action component.
Scope of learning mapping-topic

1st nov 31st nov

1st dec
31st dec
1st jan 31st jan

Subject focus mapping
Video graphic organizers
Watch 5 videos connected to your topic
Explain the SDG goal in your own words.

Theme and theme descriptor
central idea
Scope of learning mapping-central idea
Interview with subject expert
from MYP
Mapping on engagements connected to unit
Personal Inquiry cycle with explanation of steps
Conceptual Questions Answers
Biography on any one personality
Self assessment - Learner Profile (Process journal)
Passion project details
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1st feb -

Create your own Inquiry cycle
Objectives for inquiry cycle (Possible Learning outcomes)
Create Learning Engagements for 3 column (as per inquiry cycle)
Create FA tasks

28th feb
1st mar 31st mar

1st to
8th april

Strategies for integrated inquiry’s
Personal checklist on learning engagement
Website

completion of process journal
teaser
5 min video
final presentation
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CONCEPTS
Form
What is it like?

Function
How does it work?

Causation
Why is it like it is?

Change
How is it changing?

Connection
How is it connected to other
things?

Perspective
What are the different points
of view?

Responsibility
What is our responsibility?

● Colour the boxes that contain the focus of your
exhibition inquiry
Make a note of questions that came up during your inquiry
process.

PERSONAL QUESTIONS
●
●
●
●
●
●

How many types of renewable energy are there?
How does the energy transform into electricity using generators?
How do wind turbines work in terms of generating electricity?
What is geothermal energy?
What are the advantages of renewable sources of energy?
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De Bono’s Thinking Hats
Express your understanding on the basis of
De Bono’s Thinking Hats

One wind turbine can produce enough electricity
to power up to 300 homes! Biomass is now the
largest source of renewable energy in the US.
Solar power is the most abundant energy
source on Earth
Portugal Powered Their Entire Country Running
On Renewable Energy Alone.
● Generating energy that produces no

greenhouse gas emissions from fossil
fuels and reduces some types of air
pollution.
● Coal energy is inexpensive.
● Environmentally Friendly. Geothermal energy is
more environmentally friendly than conventional
fuel sources such as coal and other fossil fuels.

Renewable energy sources can be used to
produce electricity with fewer environmental
impacts.
Using the sun to generate more and more of our
power means less and less harmful emissions
from burning fossil fuels.
I feel that every place in this world should get
equal clean and affordable energy, I feel that we
should campaign and teach them how to create
electricity from natural resources.
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I am expressing my creativity by making models
that can produce light like a solar soda bulb. I
am doing an experiment to test information.

My understanding on my topic is that sources of
energy are natural and they are found in places
where they have the right information, like
geothermal if found near volcano mountains
because of its heat energy.

Indicators:

White: Knowledge
Yellow: Positive
Black: Negative
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Red: Feelings
Green: Creative
Blue: Understanding

My personal SDG is
My personal SDG is goal no.7 that is affordable and clean
energy.

My main purpose is to (FUNCTION)
• express

• inform

• persuade

• entertain

• instruct

• any other
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Considering your issue/opportunity

Is your issue/opportunity significant?
How is the issue/opportunity important to the world?
The issue is really important to the world cause half of the people in the world arent
access to energy, they are suffering a lot they can not study, cannot make food.

Is your issue/opportunity relevant?
How is the issue/opportunity connected to your life?

My issue is really relevant because I am talking about access to energy in some rural
and remote areas, how they are suffering and how they are still surviving.
The issue is connected to my life because whenever I go out of bombay in car, I see
some villages and some houses and hotels that have no access to electricity and the
don’t get energy.

Is your issue/opportunity local?
How are people around here affected by your issue/opportunity?

My issue is local and global both local in india nepal is affected the most.
around me the people are affected bye they don't get to study they have to beg for food
so they can eat because they can’t cook they don't have geothermal energy.

Is your issue/opportunity global?
How are people in other parts of the world affected by the issue/opportunity?
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My issue is really global cause in many parts of the world people are lacking electricity
In the world people are affected because they don't get to study cause in the day they
have to work fall filling their stomachs, they cannot cook anything they don't have
heat energy, they cannot take bath without hot water because the climate is cooled.
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Gather
Brainstorm possible resources
Where can we go to answer our questions?

For answering our questions, we can take interviews, surveys, we can research from
google, travel explore ask question to people who have faced this before.

Identify key vocabulary
What words do I need to search with to find the right information?

The words I need to research for the right information are renewable energy, primary
secondary, transformation, energy, sources.

Collect data: search and evaluate then record resources used
Which people, print, and digital sources can give useful information?
Specify.

Experts can give right information to the people who are working on it, I can it google
trusted websites, I can take every experts view and then see who said the same thing.

Record data

What is the author/interviewee telling
me?

The author was trying to tell me
that, to save energy and
understand its importance.
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What am I learning?

Bye reading the book I am learning
that the poor people know the
importance of electricity better
than us, we should change to solar
panels and often use natural light
save energy.

What is important here?

The most important part is how do
I save energy and utilize it
sustainably.

Am I using my own words?

I am using my own words.
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Resource Organizer
Inquiry into:
Use your best detective skills, and don’t forget to note all the
details of each resource once you have discovered it.

Places

Where
Would you go to find
out? List two places

Internet

How would the
internet help you find
out more? List two
useful websites.

Books/
Magazines

People

Who would you
interview? List two
people & include contact
details for them

What would you read
to find out more? List
three publications.

Other

Artworks

What artworks
have been created? They
could be sculptures,
symbols, painting, photos,
cartoons.

Locate another
resources that would
be useful in helping
you to discover more.

Specify by illustrating any 3.

internet

interview
people

books
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Brainstorm
possible
resources
Brainstorm
possible

resources
Where can I go to answer our questions about…I can go to an expert. I
can read factbook interview of people who are
suffering.……………………………….?
Whenever considering what sources to use, we will always ask:
● Is this source credible?
● Is it believable?
● Should I trust it?
● Does it answer my questions?
What people can I interview and learn from?
Consider experts and people with experience
I interview people who are expert in the subject and are really working
on this issue. I can interview people who have faced this issue before.

What print resources can I learn from?
Consider books, magazines, newspaper
I can learn from books cause it gives knowledge and facts, newspapers
because I get to know what happened and how are they going on.

What digital sources can I learn from?
Consider eBooks, databases, specific websites, videos, articles &
apps/tools etc.
The digital source I can learn from is websites, videos cause I watch
experiments and how they help they will make energy for them. I can
also read articles about energy and their types.
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SORTING OUT AND GOING
FURTHER
What have I learnt so far?
I have learnt so far that electricity is natural, it's not invented, there are many
sources of energy the main types are renewable and non - renewable, there is
also primary source of energy and there is secondary. Using natural light it is
the best way to save energy. every primary source of energy has a generator
that converts into secondary source of energy, like wind, generator is wind
turbines and a secondary source of energy is electricity.

The best ways to explain my understanding

The best way to explain my understanding is through a drawing. graphic
organizer, and diagrams.

What do I still need to find out?

The things I need to find out about how energy does not reach till the remote
areas.
How do they survive without electricity
Why do people get privileged energy? Why don't they understand the importance
of electricity?
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ARTISTIC REPRESENTATION OF
MY UNDERSTANDING

sources of energy

sun energy generators

geothermal energy

electric travel tower
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Mathematical Representation (Graphs, Maps, Venn
Diagrams etc.)
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REAL LIFE PROBLEMS
ASSOCIATED WITH THIS ISSUE
Education suffers a lot because we cannot study and this covid
where everything is online, electricity aspect. The weather
conditions are extremely bad ( hot) and we need a fan or a AC to
keep ourselves cool and comfortable.

The electricity is really expensive, some people cannot afford
it, so they have to stop using electricity so they lack
electricity.
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REFLECTING AND TAKING
ACTION
The most striking feature of my learning

Act
Action
What skills have we developed over this experience? What big ideas do I
understand better now?
The skill I have developed is research skill cause I have learnt to research very well and
I get my information quickly. I have also developed listening and the note taking skills
cause I had many meeting with speaker and subject expert.

What are all the ways I could put that learning into action?

We could put our learning in auction by giving speeches, spreading awareness, doing
experiments and teaching people the uneducated people so that they don't surfer from
electricity.

What idea will I choose to act on?

I will create poster spread awareness for them, I will do campaign so that I can teach
people to create light from natural resources.

What do I need to plan to put my ideas into action?

My plan will be that I will create a group of friends, tell them my action, we will create
posters and spread awareness by putting on social media like instagram, facebook, we
will tell them to put in their friends group and tell them to forward it to how I will spread
awareness and complete my action.
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What are the next steps that I could take in the future to take this action
further?

In the future we can create a big group and every one week we can provide them with
solar bottle, we will raise our voices giving speeches and making poster on persuading
people for not wait for energy.

Share the exhibition

How will we share our learning? What do we need to do to get ready?
I will share my exhibition learning by taking action.
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Action
Brainstorm: What are all the ways we could put our learning into action?

Action
Doing: Done
something? Given?
Helped? Turned off?

Thinking: Thought
differently? Changed
your mind? Wondered
Inquired?

Feeling: Have you
empathized? Have you
felt differently?

Having: Do you have
more of something?
More respect? More
determination?

Saying: Have you said
something? Informed
someone? Informed?
Discussed? Debated?

Being: Have you been
a different person?
Changed behavior?
Been more respectful?
Been more patient?
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Exhibition Product List

I am doing a PPT to present my understanding on energy.
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WEEKLY DIARY

Date

Learning
Engagement

Objective

Learning
Outcome

understand all 17
SDG goals

Quick review of all 17
SDG

The skill I showed
was research skill
cause I was
gathering data on
SDG goals.

understand the
message

Understanding and
reflecting on the speech
by
Severn Suzuki

The skill I showed
was listening skills
cause I was
listening and
writing what is she
trying to tell us

understand 1 SDG
- no poverty

Understanding the 1st
SDG Goal

Skill I used was
research cause I
was researching
and writing what
does it mean what
is it, what can we
do as global
citizen to achieve
it.

Video 2
understand 2nd
Understanding
SDG - zero hunger
2nd SDG Goal

Skill I used was
research cause I
was researching
and writing what
does it mean what
is it, what can we
do as global
citizen to achieve
it.

28/07/2020

4 august

5th aug

6th aug
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Understand guest
lecture

Mrs. Resham lalwani production and design

While doing this
task I used my
note taking skill
and listening skill
because I was
taking notes and
listening to it.

understand guest
lecture

Mr. Asif Shahbazker
talking about global
warming

While doing this
task I used my
note taking skill
and listening skill
because I was
taking notes and
listening to it.

7th aug

8th aug
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WEEKLY DIARY

Day/Date

Learning
Engagement

Objective

understand the
passion

Neveea’s mom throwball passion

While doing this
task I used my
note taking skill
and listening skill
because I was
taking notes and
listening to it.

understand 3rd
and 4th SDG good health and
well being quality education

Understanding the 3rd
and 4th SDG Goal –

Skill I used was
research cause I
was researching
and writing what
does it mean what
is it, what can we
do as global
citizen to achieve
it.

understand
conceptual
conception

Conceptual Question
Explanation by Ms.
Bushra’

While doing this
task I got a star
for listening cause
I was listening
attentively and
taking notes so if I
forget something
or have doubts I
can refer to it.

understand and
reflect on your
passion

Narrowing down to 2
Passion Project for
research

In this task I used
my decision
making skills
cause I had
decided what topic
I enjoy the most,

9th aug

15th aug

20th aug

5th sep

Learning
Outcome
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what I want to
work on the most
etc.

understand your
outcomes

My plan (purpose,end
product and action)

While doing this
task I achieved
the learner profile
of thinker cause I
had to think how
will I make a small
difference what
will be my plan.

understand the
the whole passion
project

Passion project - my
understanding (Ms
Chandrani’s
presentation)

I achieved the skill
of listening cause
I was listening and
taking notes how
will the process
go.

understand ATl
skill

ATL PYP resource

I used my
understanding to
reflect on the ATL

understand key
concepts

KEY CONCEPTS
PYP resource

I used my
understanding to
reflect on the key
concept

understand TD
theme

TRANSDISCIPLINARY
THEMES
PYP
resource

I used my
understanding to
reflect on the TD
theme

understand IB
learner profile

IB LEARNER
PROFILES PYP
resource

I used my
understanding to
reflect on the IB
learner profile

12th sep

21st sep

27th sep

29th sep

2nd nov

12th nov
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understand PYP
action

ACTION
resource

Understand Topic
and action

Action match with sdg
goal - Explain

I used my thinking
and I matched my
action with.

understand the
importance of
bibliography and
citation

Importance of
bibliography and
citation ( Since sir and
miss Sidhi)

I used my
listening and note
taking skill in this
task.

understanding
your action

Match action with Ib
Action component.

I used my
understanding to
match my action
to the right IB
action component.

PYP

20th nov

1st dec

7th dec

15th dec
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I used my
understanding to
reflect on the PYP
action

WEEKLY DIARY

Day/Date

Learning
Engagement

Objective

Understand SDG

SDG PYP resource

I used my
understanding to
reflect on the
SDG

understand and
create conceptual
question

conceptual Questions
Make a set of
questions under each
key conceptC

I was an inquirer
because I created
thick questions in
each concept.

Understand your
main area

Scope of learning
mapping-topic

While doing this
task I used my
thinking skill In
my topic in which
all areas I am
focusing the
most.

understand your
topic in each
subject

Subject focus mapping

In this task I
created a task
related to my
topic in each
subject.

24th dec

25th dec

Learning
Outcome

26th dec

27th dec

31st dec
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understand video
on your topic

Video graphic
organizers Watch 5
videos connected to
your topic

I used my
listening skill and
note taking skill
to understand the
video.

understand texts
on your topic

read 5 books also
connected to your
topic. 5 book reviews
for each book

I used my
understanding
skills to
understand the
text and write
your
understanding.

understand your
SDG

Explain the SDG goal
in your own words.

I engaged the
understanding
skill because I
showed my
understanding on
my SDG. I spoke
in my own words,
I gave good
information about
it.

Understand what
he saying

Subject meeting with
expert

the atl skill I
engaged was
communication
skill, cause I was
continuously
interacting with
experts,understan
ding his points, I
also engaged
note taking skills
cause I was
taking notes on
important things
like how to create
LOI what should
you focus on etc.

2nd jan

3rd jan

4th jan

5th jan
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7th jan

Self assessment on
understand
learner profile and ATL
yourselves and
reflect on ATL and
learner profile

While doing this
task I was a
thinker cause I
thought on what
learner profile
and ATL I have
shown best.

Understand LOI
concepts and
related concepts.

LOI concepts and
related concepts

In this task I
choose 4 key
concept for my
LOI and I created
my related
concepts
connecting to the
line of inquiry.

understand your
progress and
reflect on on
profile

Self reflection on
Profile

The learner
profile I showded
was reflective
because I
reflected on my
profile how I
worked in each
profile in mind
with my issue.

understand your
progress and
reflect on on ATl
skills

Self reflection on ATL

The learner
profile I showded
was reflective
because I
reflected on my
ATL skills and
how I worked in
each profile in
mind with my
issue.

Understand TD
themes

Theme and theme
descriptor

In this task I
created my TD
theme I
connected my
topic to the
theme descriptor.
I got 2 times the
wrong theme
descriptor than I

8th jan

9th jan

10th jan

11th jan
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found one theme
that connects to
my topic, that is
how the world
works.
understand you
topic and create
central idea.

central idea

I created my
central idea I was
a thinker because
I understood the
key words and
that how I
created a central
idea also took a
subject experts
help that is
vishnu sir.

Scope of learning
mapping-central idea

13th jan

understand the
central idea and
what you will
learn in it.

While doing this
task I was a
thinker cause
thought on which
part is my central
idea is focusing
the most.

Interview with subject
expert
from MYP

15th jan

understand and
discuss with
him/she about
your topic.

While doing this
task I was a
thinker because I
created thick
questions that will
answer my
question.

understand unit
and map
engagements.

Mapping on
engagements
connected to unit

I was a thinker
while doing this
task because I
was mapping on
my engagements
connected to the
unit.

12th jan

16th jan
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17th jan

understand
conceptual
question

Conceptual Questions
Answers

The skill I
achieved was
research because
I researched my
conceptual
question.

understand
anyone big
personality in
your topic.

Biography on any one
personality

This task was fun
because I had to
understand
anyone's
personality
connected to my
topic. I wrote a
biography on
Thomas Silva
Edison, the
scientist who
created light.

understand
learner profile

Self assessment Learner Profile
(Process journal)

While doing this
task I was a
thinker cause I
thought on what
learner profile I
have shown best.

understand atl

Self Assessments ATL
skills (Process journal)

While doing this
task I was a
thinker cause I
thought on what
learner ATL I
have shown best.

Understand your
responsibility and
create essential
agreements.

Essential Agreements

While doing this
task I was
responsible cause
I was creating
essential
agreements that I
can follow.

19th jan

20th jan

20th jan

22nd jan
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create LOI using
4 keyconept

LOI Framing using 4
key concepts.

In this I chose 4
main key
concepts that are
very much
connected to my
topic and created
line of inquiry.

Understand your
central idea

Understanding Central
idea (key
words,paraphrase,endu
ring understanding)

While doing this I
used my
understanding to
tell what do I
mean bye central
idea.

understand unit
information

Passion project details

In this task I put
my all unit
information in the
docs and I finally
had started my
own new exiting
unit.

Own inquiry cycle

Create your own
Inquiry cycle

While doing this
task I was a
thinker cause I
had to create my
own inquiry cycle
I created the 6
steps inquiry
cycle like the
kadmodok one
but I used
different words
but the same
meaning.

create objectives

Objectives for inquiry
cycle (Possible
Learning outcomes)

While doing this
task I was thinker
cause I had to
create objectives
using the bloom
taxonomy and it
was really hard. I
took exactly 12
days to complete
the task.

23rd jan

29th jan

31st jan

2nd march
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Understand and
create
engagements

Create Learning
Engagements for 3
column (as per inquiry
cycle)

While doing this
task I was thinker
because I thought
and made
engagements
connected to my
inquiry cycle
stages.

understand and
create FA - task

Create FA tasks

While doing this
task I was thinker
because I had to
create my own
assessment task
and looking at the
task I had to see
which assessment
strategy connects
and what tool I
can use.

understand
inquiry

Strategies for
integrated inquiry’s

While doing this
task I was thinker
because In my 3
column document
I copy pasted it in
a new document
and added a
column and wrote
LOI and I
connected my line
of inquiry to the
objective to the
engagement.

create checklist
for engagements
track

Personal checklist on
learning engagement

In this task I
created my own
checklist on my
learning strategy
engagements to
keep track.

3rd march

5ht march

5th march

5th march
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create website

Website

In this task we
had to create a
website on our
topic and it was
fun cause it was
gonna be
published on
GOOGLE!!

understand LOI 1

Research LO1 - VTR

In this I was
researching about
my LOI 1, I was a
thinker and an
inquirer cause I
inquired from
people also and I
got knowledge
about it and now
I am
knowledgeable
also.

Understand LOI
2

Research LOI 2 - VTR

In this I was
researching about
my LOI 2, I was a
thinker and an
inquirer cause I
inquired from
people also and I
got knowledge
about it and now
I am
knowledgeable
also.

Understand LOI
3

Research LOI 3 - VTR

In this I was
researching about
my LOI 3, I was a
thinker and an
inquirer cause I
inquired from
people also and I
got knowledge
about it and now
I am

5th march

5th march

5th march

5th march
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knowledgeable
also.

understand LOI 4

Research LOI 4 - VTR

In this I was
researching about
my LOI 1, I was a
thinker and an
inquirer cause I
inquired from
people also and I
got knowledge
about it and now
I am
knowledgeable
also.

1) Understand

Make a mindmap or a
flow chart on the
understanding of
various sources of
energy.

The skill I

5th march

that sources
of energy
exist in the

represented in
this task was
thinking skills and

natural

research skill. I

world.

thought how does
each source of
energy help the
society and is it
renewable or non

6th march
2021

- renewable.
Research skill
because I
researched on
different sources
of energy I
checked out videos
and read some
articles. The
learner profile I
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showed was
principled cause I
was honest from
which website I
referred and what
videos I watched.
1) Understand

that sources
6th march
2021

Create a KWL chart on
sources of energy

The Atl I engaged
while doing this task
was a research skill
because I
researched on what
I want to know.

Draw the process of
any one source of
energy transformation.

While doing this task
I was an inquirer
because I was
asking myself
whenever I go out
from the car I
always see
windmills around me
and 2 or 3 km away
I see a village how
does wind generate
electricity, how does
it transform, what is
the process. I asked
my mom and dad
and they showed
me.

of energy
exist in the
natural
world.
1) understand

how nature
energy
transforms
into use.

6th march

1) Understand

that there
are
different
types of

2) Create a
drawing and
show how
different types of
energy are used
in the right way.

energy that
can be used
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While doing this task
I was a thinker
cause I thought
about how the
different sources of
energy come at our
house, I was also
creative by showing

for

how it comes and
how we use it.

different
reasons.

3) Understand

that there
are

1) Find the
properties of
different sources
of energy.

different
types of
energy that
7th march

can be used
for
different
reasons.

1) Understand
that the
security of

1) Make a timeline
on how
electricity
evolved.

While doing this task
I was a thinker
cause I thought on
how electricity
evolved till its
greatest form, while
researching I
couldn't find
anything but I don't
give up.

1) make use of a
map and write in
which areas of
the world have
poor energy
security.

While doing this
activity I used my
research skills and I
was too surprised to
see that electricity
has still not reached
all households, I
was also a thinker
and also got

energy can
8th march

help India
develop.

1) Understand
that the
security of
9th march

energy can
help India

The learner profile
I engaged was
inquirer cause
gathering
knowledge bye
researching, and I
engaged the
learner profile
principled also,
because I was
really principled I
put my citations
and that's how I
was principled.

develop.
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emotional as I was
thinking what would
their life condition be
without electricity
after knowing how
important it is for
human existence.

1) Understand
that the
security of
energy can
9th march

help India
develop.

Analyzing
9th march

the change
of energy to

1) Find out how
many units of
energy level (
electricity) have
been used in
each one home
for the last 6
months. (
survey)

While doing this
task I achieved
the social skill
because I created
a google form and
some people
couldn’t fill in the
google form so I
had to go to their
house to help
take their
response.

1) Do experiments
to create
electricity.

electricity.
Analyzing
the change
of energy to
electricity.
9th march

Analyzing
the change
10th march

of energy to
electricity.

1) Create a
drawing of 2
cities one with
electricity and
the other without
electricity.

1) Make a collage
on objects used
earlier without
electricity and
the similar
objective used
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The learner profile I
showed was thinker
because I thought
about how people
live without
electricity and I
showed my
creativity skills. I
expressed myself
through art in this
task.
I engaged the
learner profile
thinker cause I
thought about all
objects used in
olden days that

today with
electricity,
explain your
understanding.

Understand that
sources of energy
exist in the
natural
world

Read a range of
text to gather
information on
different sources
of energy, and
write reflection
on them.

The skill I showed
was research skill
cause I researched
and read different
paragraphs about
each source of
energy, I learnt that
there are 2 types of
energy primary and
secondary. The
learner profile I
showed was
principled, cause I
wrote anything in my
own words and I put
the source also
when did I get the
information.

Record and and
take down notes
keeping in mind
the research
done.

The learner
profile I
engaged was
of an inquirer
and the skill I
showed was
note taking
skills by using
important
point from my
past
research. I
really enjoyed
doing this
task and

13th march

Understand that
sources of energy
exist in the
natural

have evolved to
electrical
appliances. I also
showed my
creativity skills by
making this collage.

world
15th march
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referred to my
other
documents
also where I
had done
research.

Understand that
sources of energy
exist in the
natural
15th march

Compose question
and define
certain
vocabulary
terms

world

1) apply your

understandin
g and use

Write a report on how
you can use energy
sustainably.

the energy
resources
sustainably.

16th march
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I was an inquirer
while doing this
task, as I was
asking questions
and inquiring about
each vocabulary
term. I enjoyed
doing this task as I
had to do a lot of
brainstorming to
create genuine
questions.
While doing this task
I was a thinker. I
thought about how
we all can take
basic actions to
save energy. I also
discussed with my
mom and dad," how
we can save
energy". I enjoyed
doing this task as I
was asked by my
mom questions and
I really had to think
deeply otherwise I
would never know. It
was also hard like
brainstorming ideas
but these will always
stay with me
because I have
thought about ways
to save energy.

1) apply your

understandin
g and use

Write persuasive
writing on why
electricity is important.

The attributes I used
for this task were of
a Thinker as I had
to compare between
people who live in
metros and have
good access to
electricity which met
their daily
requirements with
those who don't
receive even
minimum of their
daily
requirements.and
how careful each
one has to be. I had
to do a lot of
research to
understand this and
find ways so all can
get the minimum to
live their life happily.
I used the skill of
persuasive writing
as i was requesting
privileged people
living in metros to be
mindful as it affects
the growth of the
nation and we are
globally responsible
citizens.

Make diagramatic
representation of the
use of energy
resources
appropriately.

While doing this task
I used my thinking
skills and also
transfer skills as I
had to transfer my
thoughts on Canva.
I first made a rough
sketch and worked
on improvising it till I

the energy
resources
sustainably.

16th march

1) apply your

understandin
g and use
17th march

the energy
resources
sustainably.
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reached a nice
sketch. I also learnt
that by sitting in the
same room so much
electricity can be
saved as only one
fan, one ac, was
working. This was
very exciting and I
would like to create
more such images
on canva and add to
my project.
1) Understand

the

Revisit individual
inquiries

importance
of
electricity.
19th march

1) Understand

the
24th march

importance
of

While doing this task
I was because I
thought and gave
the answer to each
question, the best
part was I dint
research, I could
answer these
questions easily, I
was also creative, I
have improved and I
started to add
pictures to make my
work look neat.

Try to solve real life
issues connected to
sustainability of energy
sources and the growth
of a nation.

electricity.
1) Evaluate
why energy
is important.
24th march

Conservation of energy
as an individual and
present through a
poster or brochure.
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While doing this
task I was
spreading
awareness from
my poster by
circulating it in
my whatsapp
groups. I created

a solar bottle bulb
that gives you
solar light, and it
is really easy to
make.
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WEEKLY DIARY

Day/Date

Learning
Engagement

Objective

Learning
Outcome

Create FA -1

FA1

In this formative
assessment the
learner profile I
engaged was
thinker because I
thought and
created my
presentation on
sources of energy,
I thought on every
source of energy
will be found where
the temperature
will be right.

Create FA - 2

FA2

While doing this

24th march

task I was a
thinker because I
did an experiment
and in that I was
thinking about the
future steps, but

25th dec

somehow my
experiment failed.
This was a fun
task doing an
experiment, I also
made a scientific
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method to do it
and it gave me a
better
understanding.
Create FA - 3

FA3

While doing this
task the skill I
showed was
research skill
because I
researched a lot, I

26th dec

checked many sites
, I was a thinker
because I tried to
understand some of
the information.
Create FA - 4

FA4

26th
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In this task the
skill I showed was
thinking skills
because I thought
and created my
poster I created
my awareness, I
created the solar
bulb also in that I
used my thinking
skills.
I was creative also
because I
creatively created
my poster and my
model was really
shot and sweet and
really helpful.

create logo

logo making

28th jan
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While doing this
task I was really
creative cause I
created my own
logo for my own
issue, it was really
exciting and fun I
created on canva.

VOCABULARY
Word
energy
transformation
sources
renewable
non renewable
primary
secondary
geothermal
wind turbines
electricity

Meaning
A power that is used for generating heat,
electricity, and fuels.
A source of energy being transformed
into use.
A energy type
energy that is sustainable, it's endless.
energy that is not sustainable and is not
endless
A type of energy that generates
secondary energy.
A type of energy that is generated from a
primary source of energy.
A source of energy that provides heat.
A generator of wind
A secondary source of energy, and a type
of energy we use to make light, start
machines etc.
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MY UNDERSTANDING FROM THE
VOCABULARY USED IN THE UNIT

Word Splash

Transformati
on
Electricity
Primary
geotherm
Renewable
Non -

Wind turbines

Secondary

Energy

Primary - A main type of energy that generates a secondary
energy, for example wind generates from its generator and
transforms into a secondary source of energy that is
electricity.
Secondary energy - A main type of energy that has been
generated from a primary source of energy, for example
electricity a secondary source of energy produced from many
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primary sources of energy like solar energy, wind energy,
nuclear energy geothermal energy, etc.
Electricity - It's that energy which is not invented, it's natural
and it's a secondary source of energy. We use electricity at home
as well as commercially in large industries, malls, for
entertainment like movie halls.
Transformation - Energy transforms from a generator. This
process is similar, like the sun gives light and the solar panel is
the generator which in turn transfers the energy in electricity.
Geothermal - Geothermal energy is type of energy that
produces heat an is underground and sometimes around
us.
Wind turbines - A generator of wind that transforms wind into
electricity and produced by an electric tower, wind turbines are
mostly near the ocean and in village areas because there is more
air, wind turbines need wind only to generate electricity.
Renewable energy - A main type of energy that is always
around we can always use it. It's endless, like the sun, wind,
water, heat etc, they are all renewable energy.
Non - renewable energy - A main type of energy that is not
always around us we have to save it, like coal kerosene, fossil
fuels they are all non renewable energy.
Energy - a power that is transformed into use by its generators
for example sun solar panels are the generators cause when the
heat clashes with the solar panel the heat transforms into
electricity.
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MY FINAL DISPLAY LOOKS LIKE:

It will be a Ppt where I will show my videos of my journey
over the year.
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PHOTO GALLERY
● The following pages are for you to record what you do
throughout the exhibition.
● You can use photos, speech bubbles, journal writing,
stickers and items from your exhibition process or any
other interesting memorabilia.

Miss Bushra

Aneira

Ritwik

Sanika
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Mikhail

Vivaan (me)

Maahir

Vishnu sir ( my subject expert )
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Self Assessment
Approaches to Learning
THINKING SKILLS:

Critical-thinking skills
Creative-thinking skills
Transfer skills
Reflection/ metacognitive skills

Yes

yes
yes
Yes

Developing positive interpersonal
relationship and collaboration
skills
Developing social-emotional
intelligence
Yes

May be
yes
yes

No

Yes

May be

No

Yes

May be

No

yes
yes

RESEARCH SKILLS:

Information-literacy skills
Media-literacy skills
Ethical use of media/information

No

yes

SELF-MANAGEMENT SKILLS:
States of mind

May be
yes

yes

COMMUNICATION SKILLS:

Organization skills

No

yes

SOCIAL SKILLS:

Exchanging-information skills
Literacy skills
ICT skills

May be
yes

yes
yes
yes
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SELF-ASSESSMENT IB
LEARNER PROFILE
Am I an
Inquirer?

I am not
curious so I
do not ask
any
questions.

I sometimes
ask questions
but they do
not always
have to do
with what I
am studying.

I ask questions
that help me to
learn more
about the topic
I am working
on. I enjoy
learning new
things.

I carefully
think about
how I should
form a
question to
receive an
informative
answer. I want
to learn about
lots of things.

Am I
Knowledgeable?

I know a few
things that
interest me.

I have some
knowledge of
the things
that interest
me, but I
believe there
are more
things I could
learn.

I know quite a
few things. I
enjoy different
subjects and I
am eager to
learn.

I have a good
knowledge of
many things. I
am interested
in a wide
range of
subjects and I
cannot wait to
find out more
about them.

Am I a thinker?

When I do not
know what I
should do, I
always ask
the teacher
right away.

I usually try
to find a
solution to a
problem on
my own. I ask
the teacher to
make sure I
have the right
answer to the
problem.

I try to solve
problems on
my own. I can
make
decisions.

I always think
carefully what
I have to do to
solve a task. I
look for
different
solutions and
make
suggestions.

Am I a
Communicator?

I find it
difficult to
explain what I
mean, when I
talk.

I try to talk to
people, I
sometimes
use the wrong
words.

When I talk
others
understand
what I mean.

I can follow
instructions
and
understand
descriptions
without
difficulty.

Am I Principled?

I often have
arguments
with my
friends. Adults
at school
often have to
remind me
the rules

I know how I
should behave
and what the
school rules
are, but
sometimes I
have to be
reminded.

I behave in an
appropriate
manner during
both lessons
and breaks. I
rarely have
disagreements
with my
friends.

I always try to
do the right
things, even
when there
are no adults
watching me.
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Am I OpenMinded

Everyone
should agree
with me and
do as I say.

I know that
not everyone
thinks the
same way as I
do.

I understand
that people
think and
believe in
different
things. I do not
think that
people are
wrong because
they do not
agree with me.
I try to be
considerate of
others and help
my friends. I
try to make
others happy.

I am
interested in
trying to
understand
how someone,
whose opinion
differs from
mine, thinks.

A I Caring?

I expect
others to help
me.

I help others
when asked.

Am I a RiskTaker?

I do not like
to do things I
have not tried
before.

Sometimes I
try a new
experience or
activity, but I
usually want a
friend to try it
before I do.

I enjoy trying
new
experiences
and activities. I
think of ways
to change
things and
make them
different and
new.

I understand
that I have to
do different
things at
school, but I
would rather
only do the
things I like.

I like doing
different things
at school. It
makes me feel
good. I think
that learning
different things
makes me
grow as a
person.

I love trying
new
experiences.
They challenge
me. I have the
courage to
defend my
opinions when
they differ
from my
friends.
I have many
interests and I
am completely
focused. I try
to vary my
activities and
do different
things.

Am I Balanced?

I only want to
do the things
I like.
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I think it is
important that
everyone feels
good. I care
about others
and always try
to help them.

HEAD, HAND & HEART
REFLECTION

I first thought about my favourite
subject that is science and then I
thought about what is the g and I
came to this. I have learnt that
there are many sources of energy,
from the generators it transforms
into use, people who are privileged
do not think about energy they
don't care about the importance,
but the poor people who don't get
energy know the importance better
than us.
I did experiments two find out my
answer if natural resources can
help generate light, I did surveys
to take everyone’s point of view.

I feel happy cause I gave my full
efforts to complete it was really
challenging and it was something
new for me. I feel I could have
done better in managing my time
and my concentration and
motivation.
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POSSIBLE LEARNING OUTCOME
AND MY SUCCESS CRITERIA

to Understand that sources of energy exist in the natural world
to understand how nature energy transforms into use.
Understand that there are different types of energy that can
be used for different reasons.
Understand that the security of energy can help India develop.
Analyzing the change of energy into electricity.
Understand the importance of sustainable utilization.
To be able to apply your understanding and use the energy
resources sustainably.
Understand the importance of electricity.

FA 1 -

Different sources of energy - form, properties

task - Make a presentation on different types of energy sources
and explain how they are used.
Strategy - open ended
Tool - rubric
FA - 2 - Transformation of energy into electricity - change,
transformation
task - perform an experiment to show transfer of energy to
create electricity. ( write your findings through procedural
writing).
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Aim, apparatus, procedure, observation, hypothesis, conclusion.
Strategy - performance assessment
Tool - continuum
Fa-3 - Energy security and development in India - connection,
development
task - do a comparative study of 2 regions, 1 having continuos
flow of energy, 2nd have problems in energy flow. Focus on levels
of development in both these regions.
Strategy - process focused
Tool - Rubric
Fa-4 - Sustainable utilization of energy resources responsibility, models/ balance
task - create and awareness campaign on the importance of
energy resources and how we can utilize them to the fullest.
Strategy - open ended
Tool - continuum
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I will assess my learning in the following ways:

Formative Assessment:

fa1 - Strategy - open ended

Tool - rubric
Criteria

Developing

Consolidat
ing

Secure

Can understand sources
of energy and how
they are used in real
life.

Cannot
understand and
connect to the
real life

Learner
was able
understan
d very
little
about
source of
energy

Learners
could
connect
deeply
and had
a good
and
clear
understa
nding.

Can organize his work

Learner could
not organize
his work.

Learner
was able
to make
it in right
sequence

Learner
was able
to
organize
his work
and
present
very
well.
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Can spot energy
sources in real-life

Fa - 2

Learner was
not able to
spot any
source of
energy around
him

Strategy -

performance assessment

Tool

-

continuum

Rate

-

10

Before the experiment I was on level

4

Learner
was able
spot some
sources
of energy
around
him

Learner
was able
to spot
all the
sources
of
energy
around
him.

because - I dint know how it

works. I dint know what is the role of magnet energy in generating electricity
and I was really nervous because I will get a current that will be really bad.
After the experiment I am on level

9

because - Now I know how it is

generated if it cannot be generated if a slightest thing is wrong, now I know
what role does electromagnetic energy play in generating electricity, now I was
not at all nervous, I also did it with my scientific method.

Fa-3
strategy - process focused
Tool - rubric

Criteria

Secure

Consolidating

Developing

Can compare the 2
regions.

Learner was able to
compare the regions
and understand about
it

Learner didn’t have a
thorough
understanding but he
could compare.

Learners could not
compare the 2 regions.

Can understand how
the region with good
energy flow develops .

Learners were able to
understand what
action they took to

Learner din’t
understand fully how
did that region

Learner was not able
to understand at all
how it developed what
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Can make his work
organized

develop their nation.

develop.

action they used.

Learner made his work
beautiful colourful
with pictures

Learner added little
colours just point the
important things

Learners don't add any
colours or pictures.

Fa - 4
Strategy - open ended
Tool - continuum
Rate - any number under 10
Before the assessment I was on level 3 because I was really nervous in
spreading awareness and I don't know how we can help them.
After the assessment I am on level
9
because I was really happy and confident
and learnt to spread awareness, I also learnt to create a model that can help anyone
who doesn't have a good flow of energy.
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installed-solar-powercapacity/68739456#:~:text=Karnataka%20to
ps%20the%20list%20of,at%205%2C328%20
megawatt%20(MW).
https://nuclear.gepower.com/companyinfo/nuclear-powerbasics#:~:text=Nuclear%20power%20is%2
0a%20clean,atoms%20in%20a%20nuclear
%20reactor
https://www.evwind.es/about-wind-energy/what-iswindenergy#:~:text=Wind%20Energy%20is%20the%20most,
gases%20and%20preserves%20the%20environment.
https://www.canva.com/
https://www.riskmanagementmonitor.com/thecountries-most-at-risk-for-energy-security/
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GENERAL FEEDBACK
Parents:
I have never seen Vivaan so passionate and excited about
something other than his favourite sport. He thought of this topic
and shared it with me after discussion with his mentor. I was
quite surprised when I heard this topic and was slightly worried(
would he end it with dedication). Once he started working on it,
every day was filled with fun and excitement. He used to share
his research and we used to build on it by discussing the same
topic. He also used to conclude and find problem areas and
wonder why. He had some questions which were very difficult for
me to explain to him. He showcased a few ATL skills like creative
thinking skills, Critical thinking skills Reflective skills, media
literacy skills, Thinking( transfer)skills, communication skills.
research skills.
I see him dedicated towards his work and at times skipped his
playing schedule to complete his task. His mentors Ms Bushra, Ms
Chandrani and Mr Sharma, have played a major role in his
passion project. Also his peers have contributed by discussing
and motivating each other. This helped in community building.
The journey made him self aware and responsible as a global
citizen.
He has learned to self evaluate and take risk by asking for
feedback on his work. He has been open to suggestions and tries
to add them only if he's convinced.
His Mentor Ms Bushra has been by his side all through his project
and they have built a better stronger bond.
Sheetal and Manish
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Home Room Teacher: Vivaan has shown enthusiasm throughout
his inquiry process. He has contributed his thoughts and ideas
very well in his process journal. He could manage time challenges
well during remote situations which shows his self-management
skill. A good effort was taken by him for his Exhibition process.
Chandrani Banerjee
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GENERAL FEEDBACK
Mentor:

Vivaan has chosen a project which was unfamiliar for his age group. For a child
to research situations with uncertainty showcasing courage and forethought is
commendable in its approach. This surely makes him a Risk-taker.
Your conviction to deal with such a mature topic of interest is worth amazement.
At this young age you have shown interest in getting to know complex concepts and
come up with ideas to solve local and global issues.This makes you knowledgeable
in your approach.
You formulated and planned relevant questions to be researched, appropriately,
hence, the reflection of research skills. Your outline plan for finding information
from a variety of sources emphasises the use of all your senses. For all the efforts
you have put in during your journey, I wish you all the best for the day of
celebration.
-Ms Bushra Khan
PYP Coordinator
PYP Section Head

Peer:
I have enjoyed my exhibition. You have given me many Ideas and feedback while I
was presenting my work. I like it when others give me feedback and comments so
that I can improve and I thank you very much because till now I have done very well.
Aneira
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Self:
My exhibition process was really exciting because it was
challenging and had many many stages to complete.

I had to

have good patience to complete each task and in an appropriate
manner. The tasks were checked by my mentor and only then
could i go on another task, so it had to be up to the mark. My
research skills and transfer skills have become strong and i think
I now can create images on website and even my personal
website.
Vivaan

GENERATED FROM SAMPLE IB PYP EXHIBITION GUIDE.
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